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A CONCRETE FOOTPRINT

Concrete look tiles offer a minimalist feel where a viewer’s gaze is drawn to 

linear structures, harmonious forms, and contrasting textures. We have a 

range of  porcelain inspired tiles which are shaped by the fusion of  

tradition and avant-garde technologies, with a great natural look and matt 

surface.



LAB 325
LAB325 is the collection devoted to the many expressive 

forms of  concrete, reproducing this material’s surface in 

three different versions as part of  a sophisticated 

industrial mood board.

ASH PEARL PEPPER TAUPE



Urbanature was created from the evolution of  metropolitan  style, generated from the rediscovery of  basic

materials that  make up the urban fabric. The interplay between different  surfaces such as cement, wood, metal,

ceramic and majolica  results in something new and wonderful with a natural and contemporary flavour.

URBANATURE

CEMENT LIME PORTLAND SILICON



TERRE D’ORCIA
A tile inspired by the tradition of  Terre d’Orcia region, a land rich in history and 

culture. Many tone differences define the rustic surface giving a natural and irregular 

movement to any project.
SATURNIA VULCIE



COAL
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GLANCE

The Glance collection  brings 

about a new  experience to dress 

your  interior. Soft shades of  

colours, dense tactile  surfaces 

and refined  design details create  

originality and uniqueness  to any

space.

VIGNONI
A new creation of  the magic of  terracotta taken to the next generation 

in porcelain. This high definition, detailed surface makes Vignoni a 

timeless and ageless product which is suitable for both indoor and 

outdoor use

NOCE BIANCO COTTO

LOGGIATO 

NOCE

LOGGIATO 

BIANCO

LOGGIATO 

COTTO



STONE INTERPRETATION

Motivated by the ancient tradition of  surfaces treated 

with an amalgam of  marble, stone, and terracotta 

fragments, our vast collection of  stone look tiles give an 

inspiring look to any space.



TRILOGY
Contemporary style and classic balance for a selection of  

timeless marbles, perfect for any design and 

environment.

CALACATTA BEIGE GREY SMOKE ONYX



CEPPO DI GRE
The elegance and beauty of  Ceppo di Gré has been inspired by a blue-grey 

sedimentary rock quarried on the shores of  Lake Iseo which is a distinctive feature of  

the architecture of  Milan and Lombardy. This collection is now reinterpreted with 

complete accuracy in stoneware, with is distinctive surface and very clearly marked 

granite like “pebbles”.

GREY GREIGE ANTRACITE



HORIZON
Horizon is a collection which offers granite and stone like characteristics, that plays with depths of  colours to create 

shading of  light from sunrise to sunset.

STORM

CLOUD

SKY

SUNSET

SUNRISE



LAVAGNA
The Lavagna tile is based on slate in its darkest black colouring, 

caused by the oxidation of  carbon residues on contact with air and 

sunlight. Ideal for floor and wall surfaces in indoor and outdoor 

spaces with the facility to create unbroken visual continuity 

between indoors/outdoors.

WHITE BLACK



In times when originality is a rare gift, the most innovative ideas 

emerge from the mixture of  different elements in the form of  

timber look porcelain.

THE WARMTH OF TIMBER



BADIA CHALET CIASA MASO STUBE

ASSI D’ALPE

Unique and elegant effects are created from an accurate selection of original  

planks coming from various Alpine locations, where the culture of wood  

crafting stands out and excels. These effects are rustic and country, yet  

consistent with a contemporary taste. Veins and knots of different dimensions.  

The edges reproduce the typical irregular saw cut effect, enhancing the  

luminosity of wood.

TIMBER  

TILES

Tile size: 20x90.5cm14

Tile Size: 20x121.5cm

BONE

CROSS WOOD
Cross Wood: the strength  and the durability of   ceramic meet the 

natural  beauty and the warmth  of  timber. The result is a dense 

forest in which  the various wood fibers  alternate and blend with  

each other and, piece  by piece, create unique

compositions and colour  contrasts.

BUFFCINDERDUSTEBONY BONE



NORTH CAPE

The enveloping atmosphere of the Italian mountain side  

transfers into an interior design material able to create an  

immediate warmth sensation.

Pulsing, dynamic permeated by its own natural harmony.

Sizes available: 20x180cm &30x180cm

DROVE GUTULIA REISA RONDANE

NORTH CAPE
The enveloping atmosphere of  the Italian mountain side  

transfers into an interior design material able to create an  

immediate warmth sensation.



TREVERKAGE
Treverkage is a new interpretation of  wood that suits a 

young, functional style in home design. Varnished 

wood, styled to create countless floor coverings, is the 

star of  this new ceramic tile collection. An innovative, 

fashionable colour range, comprising of  5 shades 

which range from a traditional timber palette to more 

contemporary tones.

WHITE BEIGE GREY



Creating impact with the highest level craftsmanship from Italy and 

Spain with geometric shapes, pops of  colour and subtle textural 

impact.

DECORATIVE APPEAL



ORIGAMI
Origami is inspired by the traditional

Japanese art form of   paper folding. The 

origami patterns fold into the ceramic  

surface creating volume and originality.



DO UP
Just like wallpaper these thin, large 

format rectified panels can be used 

to create a meticulously designed 

decorative project with the texture 

and look of  painted brick.
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Black

Decor

White



CLICK
Click is a collection with a unique texture and iconic design 

which sets it apart from other tile collections. Its design sparks 

off  differing visual and tactile sensations, evoking basic 

concepts like crisscrossing lines, overlapping planes or natural 

patterns.

DAKARMISTWHITE
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SFUMATURE
Sfumature meaning “shades” offers a pastel colour pallet to lighten and 

brighten any space or feature wall. Cut in a diamond subway pattern, these 

Italian ceramic tiles come in a lucido (gloss) finish, and are designed to be 

mixed together to add character and contrast in texture.



THINK BIG!!
At the forefront of  ceramic innovation is large format porcelain. 

These slab tiles have been designed to create seamlessness in a 

contemporary landscape for spaces wanting originality and visual 

impact.
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CALACATTA

WHITE

MOON 

BEIGE

SANDY 

GREY

SKY 

SMOKE

ONYX 

LIGHT

TRILOGY
All in one unique collection for cladding any space with 

delicate nuances of  the highest quality marble.

Trilogy brings together the solidity of  porcelain 

stoneware, the lightness of  thin large-format slabs, and 

the sophistication of  inimitable ceramic decorations.



URBANATURE 3.0
UrbaNature was created from the evolution of  metropolitan 

style, generated from the rediscovery of  basic materials that 

make up the urban fabric. The interplay between different 

surfaces such as cement, wood, metal, ceramic and majolica 

results in something new and wonderful with a natural and 

contemporary flavour.

LIME CEMENT PORTLAND SILICON



ZERO 3.0 MUST
Rediscovering the allure of  absolute black and white in a 

collection of  5,5 mm thick slabs available in 100×300 cm 

and 100×100 cm sized formats and with either a shiny or 

satin finish. The large formats exalt the luminous quality of  

these two bold and timeless colours, adding the beauty of  

new ideas and atmospheres to be experienced on a daily 

basis.

LIME CEMENT SILICON



CONTEXT 3.0
Context is a flooring and cladding collection inspired by the ancient tradition 

of  surfaces treated with an amalgam of  marble, stone, and terracotta 

fragments. 

SQUARE LOFT STORE HANGAR MANSION



BLACK GREIGE SAND SILVER WHITE

PRIMESTONE 3.0

Prime Stone enhances its range of  products with new thin laminated porcelain stoneware slabs. A 

selection which amplifies the aesthetic and functional potential as well as offering new composite 

solutions that extend the visual continuity of  these uniquely attractive surfaces.


